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Abstract - The main reason for the growing popularity of Voice over IP or
VoIP is that it is more economical among the other present telephone networks.
But the security aspect has become a major issue for VoIP applications today.
To protect the privacy of the callers, the audio call can be encrypted during
the conversation. Major VoIP applications use symmetric key encryption to
protect the VoIP media. But this may be vulnerable because the secret key used
for the encryption can be intercepted. An asymmetric key encryption scheme
can be a better choice in this context. Among other asymmetric key encryption,
Elliptic curve cryptography (ECC) performs better due to its comparatively
smaller key size and lesser computation time, but it must be chosen judiciously
because VoIP audio encryption may cause high latency and jitter which may
degrade the quality of the call. In this work, we have implemented an end-toend ECC based encryption in a softphone to encrypt VoIP audio call. We have
used 15 elliptic curves to measure the performance of audio call and based on
that we have proposed some suitable elliptic curves for VoIP audio encryption.
Our present work can be extended to encrypt smartphones’ voice call.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Voice over Internet Protocol or VoIP is a very well-known term in the field
of IP telephony. It is used to send audio (voice), video and multimedia sessions
over IP networks. It has gained its popularity among common people as well
as commercial enterprises because it is cheaper than the conventional
telephone system. According to Zion Research Analysis, the estimated growth
of the VoIP services market will be nearly $140 billion USD by the year 2021
[1]. The probable number of VoIP subscribers was nearly 1 billion at the end
of 2018 [2].
But proliferative use of VoIP systems is also increasing the security
violation. Some common security threats in VoIP are identity and service theft,
phishing attack, eavesdropping etc. [3]. VoIP uses Real Time Protocol (RTP)
to transmit audio/ video packets. RTP payloads may contain confidential data,
so encryption is required to protect them from snooping attacks [4]. The Secure
Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) works over RTP which has the provision
to encrypt the VoIP media stream. SRTP uses AES encryption, a symmetric
key encryption technique, to encrypt its payload, but it is vulnerable to
eavesdropper [5]. According to IBM’s report, the Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) is the most targeted protocol [18]. VoIP applications like Linphone
exchange the security keys via SIP, so the key exchange operation may be
vulnerable also. Dantu et al. have classified the VoIP protocols as Signaling
protocols and Media transport protocol. They have explained that there are
serious security flaws in both type of protocols [19]. The most serious threat
of VoIP is eavesdropping. Since UDP datagram packets are used to transmit
the media stream, this may lead to information leakage or media tampering by
the attackers [20]. Furthermore, there is high possibility that an eavesdropper
can get the key information during the call establishment time by intercepting
the SIP INVITE and 200 OK messages. To resolve this issue, some softphones
like Linphone, Zphone etc. use ZRTP, an extension header for RTP to establish
a session key for SRTP sessions using authenticated Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. ZRTP does not exchange the key during call establishment through
SIP signal, but this also has some limitations. It is vulnerable to DoS attacks.
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The shared secrets between the caller and the callee can be compromised also.
During the installation, a unique ID, known as ZID is generated which is used
to retrieve recipient's cached shared secrets, which is not authenticated. An
attacker can intercept the previous call to obtain the callers’ ZID to perform
Man-in-the-middle attack [16].
In this work, we have implemented an asymmetric key cryptographic
transform in SRTP payload based on Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). We
have used Linphone, a well-known open-source VoIP-based softphone, for our
experiment. In our experiment, the caller and the callee use ECC scheme to
generate a fresh set of private and public key pair for every session and
exchange the session public keys during the call setup phase in a secured
manner to avoid Man-in-the-middle attack. The callers use their session publicprivate key pair to encrypt and decrypt the call. Our present work is based on
finding suitable elliptic curves for VoIP audio encryption without degrading
the quality of the call. In our implementation, we have tested and analyzed 15
different ECC curves, and based on the results we have proposed some suitable
ECC curves for VoIP audio encryption.
2. RELATED WORK
Most of the works in VoIP security were based on key management and
authentication. A very few works could be found for VoIP message encryption
using Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC). Some works were ECC based where
authors discussed different vulnerabilities of AES keys and encryption system
and why ECC based encryption technique would be better in this context [10,
11, 12]. On the other hand, many researchers tried to strengthen the encryption
part of SRTP using AES encryption technique [13 – 15]. Some used AESGCM and AES-CCM authenticated encryption to strengthen the integrity and
authenticity of SRTP [14]. Some discussed how to encrypt the RTP header
extension in SRTP using AES since it contained valuable information [13].
Others pointed out that SRTP and ZRTP cannot perform well in different
private network. They modified SRTP protocol and proposed an encryption
method to resolve the issue [15]. Some researchers had done comprehensive
3
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survey on VoIP security issues, both on media encryption and key exchange
protocols [16, 17].
Subashri et al. [10] pointed out that the VoIP protocols like SIP, IAX, and
H.323 are unable to protect the media from attack. The keys used in AES
algorithm were weak and vulnerable to different kind of attacks. They applied
ECC for strong key generation using ECDHE.
Gunjan and Singh [11] suggested the solutions to different vulnerabilities
of VoIP system. They also proposed a solution to DoS attacks through network
modelling and used ECC to solve the Man-in-the-middle attacks. They
proposed an encryption technique, where a plain text was converted to elliptic
curve points. But converting the VoIP media into elliptic curve points is a
challenging task.
Wang and Liu [12] developed an algorithm to exchange the key using
ECDHE. Their scheme, known as Elliptic Curve-Dynamic Key Change
Scheme (EC-DKCS) could generate different set of keys after a certain period
of time. In their work, both caller and callee generated two pairs of public and
private key using ECC key generation algorithm. They exchanged their public
keys using SIP signals and generated two ephemeral keys using the ECC keys
for encryption and for another key generation. But they have changed the SRTP
packet format to include one extra field to keep track of the changing key.
Gupta and Shmatikov [16] had done a structured security analysis of the
VoIP protocol stack, which consists of several protocols such as SIP, SDP,
SRTP and different key establishment protocols like SDES, MIKEY, and
ZRTP. They showed that SDES key exchange is vulnerable to replay attack
where same ephemeral key might be used by SRTP for different session, which
could be guessed by the adversaries. The MIKEY key generation procedure
was not secured also because of the absence of proper randomness. On the
other hand, ZRTP might suffer from unauthenticated user attack.
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Apart from these, some works had been done based on application of ECC
on smartphone apps or Android OS [28 - 31]. But most of the works were done
for secure text/ message transmission, not for voice encryption.
3. MOTIVATION
We have already discussed that SRTP is used for VoIP media encryption
using AES encryption scheme. AES works much faster than any asymmetric
key encryption scheme. There are multiple key exchange methods for
symmetric key scheme. One of them is, sender will encrypt the ephemeral
secret key by receiver’s public key, and receiver will decrypt it by its private
key. Another approach is Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman Key Exchange method
(ECDHE) where two users first exchange their public keys with each other and
then they both will generate the same ephemeral key using their private key
and others’ public key. But researchers have shown that use of AES for audio
message encryption in VoIP may lead to serious security breach [17]. The
problems are discussed in following subsections.
3.1 Problem in existing SRTP key exchange mechanism
Gupta and Shmatikov showed that SRTP might use the same keystream that
could help the attacker to get the XOR of the plaintext. SRTP generally relies
on the key exchange protocol where the session keys are not repeated. But the
popular key exchange protocol S/MIME-protected SDES does not have replay
protection. SRTP derives the unique master key and master salt in each session.
The master key is used to generate the session key for media encryption. If the
attacker can replay an older SDES key establishment message, the same
keystream will be repeated which will lead to generation of same master key
and master salt. If an attacker can eavesdrop a previously carried out VoIP
session, he can deceive the SRTP to generate the same old SDES key transfer
message encrypted by S-MIME, and thus the same session key will be
generated. The attacker may guess the original message by comparing it with
the previous session’s ciphertext encrypted using the same session key [16].
5
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3.2 Problem in VoIP audio encryption using AES encryption scheme
One serious problem in AES encryption scheme had been shown in [36 –
38]. The default SRTP encryption scheme is AES in the counter mode (AESCTR). The AES-CTR ciphertext size and the corresponding plaintext size are
always same. The attackers may exploit this issue to reveal valuable
information from the AES encrypted VoIP call, eg. the language used, some
important words and phrases and others [36 - 38]. Even the use of padding may
not prevent this attack. ECC uses Elliptic Curve Integrated Encryption Scheme
(ECIES) where the encrypted message contains multiple information including
the ciphertext [39]. In our experiment, we have tested that size of encrypted
VoIP messages is same irrespective of the size of unencrypted VoIP payload.
3.3 VoIP camera video encryption using ECC
Internet of Things (IoT) devices have become an important part of our daily
life, and VoIP camera is one of them. IoT devices are resource-constrained,
and IoT security is the most important thing now-a-days because they have
become the easy prey of the hackers. Lightweight security mechanism is
preferred for VoIP cameras since they are resource-constrained devices.
Conventional encryption schemes will not be suitable in this context, so ECC
may be a better choice here. Some works had been done regarding this matter
[40 - 42] where the researchers had shown different ECC-based security
mechanism for IoT devices. Our present work is very much related to VoIP
video encryption. So, the elliptic curves we have proposed here will be
applicable to VoIP cameras also.
3.4 Other attacks against AES encryption scheme
Ramsay and Lohuis showed that AES encryption keys can be covertly
recovered by side-channel analysis. They monitored the TEMPEST leakage
from two AES-256 implementations using an antenna and some signal
processing devices, performed the TEMPEST side-channel analysis, and then
covertly recovered the AES encryption keys [35].
6
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Hence, from discussion shows that the symmetric key encryption scheme
can be vulnerable for VoIP audio encryption and an asymmetric key encryption
scheme may make the system more secure. ECC may be a better choice in this
context compared to its counterparts because of its smaller key size and lesser
computational time. SRTP framework also has provision to implement a new
cryptographic transform [21]. In our present work we have encrypted VoIP
audio using Elliptic curve cryptography which is more secured than existing
system. We have encrypted the entire RTP payload for better security which
no one has done before.
4. ARCHITECTURE
We have used client-server architecture for the experiment. The callers are
clients and a SIP server is used to setup a call. We have used MetroPCS 4GLTE connection to connect one caller to the Internet through WiFi, and the
server and another caller are connected to the institutional network through
ethernet connection. We have used Ubuntu 16.04 (64 bits) operating system
for server and the clients, and Repro server is used as SIP server. For our
experiment, we have used Linphone 3.9.1 VoIP application, and opus audio
codec. Every call duration is nearly 40 to 50 seconds. We conducted 3
experiments for each curve and then calculated the mean of the corresponding
results.
5. METHODOLOGY
The methodology can be divided into two phases:
5.1 Key exchange during call setup
Both callers have their own pair of private-public keys where both public
keys are verified by some certificate authority (CA). During the call setup, the
caller generates a session private-public key pair, encrypts the session public
key by callee’s original public key and sends it to the callee via SIP INVITE
message. The callee decrypts it using its original private key. The callee
7
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follows the same methodology to send its encrypted session public key via SIP
200 OK message. In this way key exchange is done during the call setup. The
CA authorized original public keys of the callers are used for session key
exchange to avoid the Man-in-the-middle attack. For new session, a fresh set
of session key pairs are generated and exchanged by the callers.
5.2 Conversation phase
During the conversation, the caller encrypts the voice payloads by the
callee’s session public key and sends it to the callee. The callee decrypts the
audio streams by its session private key. The same methodology is followed
when the callee sends audio stream to the caller. Encrypted media is sent as
RTP payload and UDP is used as transport layer protocol.
6. RESULT ANALYSIS
In this work, we have tested the audio encryption using 15 ECC curves.
They are X9.62 standard prime curve prime256v1 and binary curve
c2pnb272w1 of key size 256 and 272 bits respectively, Standards for Efficient
Cryptography Group (SECG) prime curve secp256k1 of key size 256 bits,
NIST recommended prime curves secp384r1 and secp521r1 of key size 384
and 521 bits respectively, and Brainpool prime curves brainpoolp256r1,
brainpoolp256t1 of key sizes 256 bits, brainpoolp320r1, brainpoolp320t1 of
key sizes 320 bits, brainpoolp384r1, brainpoolp384t1 of key sizes 384 bits, and
brainpoolp512r1, brainpoolp512t1 of key sizes 512 bits. We have considered
only those elliptic curves with key size more than 224 bits according to NIST
recommendation [23] for better security.
Table 1 shows the comparison of our work with similar type of works done
by other researchers.
In this section we have analyzed the performance of the 15 ECC curves,
128-bit AES scheme, and the non-encrypted audio calls based on the end-toend delay, and jitter. In our experiment, we got a few packet losses incidents
in some ECC curves, but that couldn’t degrade the quality of the audio call.
8
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We have two test cases, first one during day time when we usually have heavy
data traffic, and one in the early hours (between 1:30 AM and 3 AM), when
the data traffic is comparatively low.
Figure 1 shows the end-to-end delay comparison between non-encrypted,
AES-encrypted and other elliptic curves encrypted audio streams in
milliseconds during day time when usually there is heavy network traffic. The
delays of non-encrypted and AES encrypted audio streams are so negligible
that they cannot be seen in this plot. The delay of AES encrypted audio stream
is 0.0321 ms. The X9.62 256-bit prime curve’s delay is shortest compare to
Table 1
Comparison of our work with other similar type of works

Work

USE of
ECC for
key
generation

Subashri
et al.
Yes
[10]
Gunjan
and
Singh
[11]

Yes

Encryption
scheme
used

Elliptic
Curve used

Implementation

Softphone
used

AES

Modified
NIST P-256

Yes

X-Lite

ECC

Binary curve
GF(2m) [NSA
suggests
No
prime curves
only]

Wang
and Liu
[12]

Yes

AES

Not
mentioned

Yes

Our
work

Yes

ECC

15 elliptic
curves

Yes

9

None

A
SIPbased
soft
phone
Linphone
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other ECC curves. The end-to-end delay difference between X9.62 256-bit
curve and AES-encrypted audio stream is 0.7 milliseconds only. NIST 256-bit
curves and Brainpool 320 and 384-bit curves also have short delays. We have
noticed an unusual performance of NIST 521-bit prime curve in our experiment.
The test shows that the delay of NIST 521-bit curve is lesser compare to other
curves. The similar kind of result is obtained for jitter values also. It is hard to
tell the exact reason right now but one of the possibilities may be due to some
issues of Linphone application.
Figure 2 shows the end-to-end delay comparison in the early hours. This plot
is nearly identical with the previous plot. Here also, the X9.62 256-bit curve
has shortest delay among other elliptic curves. The delay difference between
this curve and the AES is 0.4 ms only. In both plots we can see that the delays
of all binary elliptic curves (c2pnb272w1, sect283k1 and sect283r1) are very
high compare to prime curves.
The Brainpool curves’ delays are more than the other prime curves in Figure 1
and 2, because Brainpool curves use random prime numbers to generate the
field Fp for the elliptic curves, but the NIST prime curves generally use pseudoMersenne prime numbers which are used for fast modulo reduction [9].

Figure 1: End-to-end delay comparison between non-encrypted, AES encrypted and
other ECC-encrypted audio streams during day time. X9.62 256-bit curve, SECG 256bit, NIST 384-bit and 521-bit, and Brainpool 320-bit and 384-bit curves have less endto-end delay. X9.62 256-bit curve has lowest delay among all ECC curves. The
difference between AES and X9.62 256-bit curve is only 0.7 milliseconds.
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Figure 2: End-to-end delay comparison between non-encrypted, AES encrypted and
other ECC-encrypted audio streams at night. X9.62 256 and 272-bit curve, NIST 256
and 521-bit curves, and all Brainpool curves except 320-bit random curve have small
end-to-end delay. AES-encrypted audio stream has more delay compare to its day time
value, but delay does not always depend on network traffic. Other factors like number
of hops are involved also. The delays ECC-encrypted audio streams are nearly same
as the delays during the day time.

Figure 3 and 4 depict the mean jitter comparison during day-time and at
night respectively. The range of mean jitter here is between 2.50 ms and 9.20
ms. The jitter values of 3 binary curves are very high. X9.62 256-bit prime
curve has smaller jitter than other ECC curves. Among other ECC curves,
NIST 256 and 521-bit curve, and Brainpool 256-bit curves and 320-bit twisted
curve have smaller jitter compare to other curves both during day-time and at
night.
9. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we have analyzed the performance of 15 elliptic curves on
encrypted VoIP audio call. We have measured the performance of the curves
based on two metrics viz. end-to-end delay, and jitter. After considering all
aspects, we have concluded that X9.62 256-bit prime curve, NIST 256-bit and
384-bit prime curves, and Brainpool 256-bit random and twisted prime curves
can be considered as suitable for VoIP audio encryption, because they have
small latency and jitter values compare to other elliptic curves. We have
11
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conducted our experiments in two environments, one during day time where
the data traffic is usually heavy, and second one in the early hours when the
data traffic is expected to be low. We have found that the performance of all
curves is nearly same during two different times.

Fig. 3. Mean jitter comparison between non-encrypted, AES encrypted and other ECCencrypted audio streams during day-time. All 3 binary curves have very high jitter.
X9.62 256-bit curve, NIST 256 and 521-bit curves, and Brainpool 256-bit, 320-bit
twisted curve and 512-bit random curve have small jitter values.

Fig. 4. Mean jitter comparison between non-encrypted, AES encrypted and other ECCencrypted audio streams at night. Like day-time jitter values, all 3 binary curves have
very high jitter. X9.62 256-bit curve, NIST 256 and 521-bit curves, and Brainpool 256bit curves and 320-bit twisted curve have small jitter value.
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Our present work can be further extended to implement ECC based
encryption in smartphones’ phone apps. We have mentioned some works in
section 2 where ECC was implemented in different android applications or
smartphone OS. Our work can be used to encrypt voice in VoLTE technology
or upcoming 5G technology. Like VoIP, VoLTE also works using SIP and RTP.
So, our present work can be applied for smartphone voice encryption after
certain modification. Egele et al. have mentioned six rules that a secured
application should follow. Two of them are: to be an IND-CPA secure
application, an application should not use Electronic Codebook (ECB) mode
for encryption, and it should not use a non-random initialization vector (IV) for
Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) encryption [32]. They have showed that most of
the smartphone apps violate these two rules. These modes are used by
symmetric key encryption algorithms like AES. Today’s most popular
smartphones like iPhone X, Samsung Galaxy phones use AES for data
encryption [33]. Some apps such as T-System’s mobile encryption app [34] are
available using which smartphone calls can be encrypted, but they use AES
encryption scheme also. If we can apply ECC to encrypt voice, the smartphone
calls will become more secured.
Our present work is also applicable to some IoT devices such as VoIP
cameras. VoIP cameras require lightweight security mechanism and ECC may
be the suitable choice.
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